Structure-function relationships within peripheral nerves in diabetic neuropathy: the hydration hypothesis.
To define the quantitative relationship between peripheral nerve structure and function imposed by endoneurial oedema in the diabetic state, we determined values for sural nerve hydration structure as measured by magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and for neurological function with scores for nerve conduction properties (NCV-score), neuropathic symptoms (NS-score), and examination signs (NE-score). The coefficient of sural nerve hydration was elevated to 30 +/- 6% (p < 0.05) in 79 symptomatic neuropathic diabetic subjects with an average of 15 years of diabetes mellitus, compared to a value of 25 +/- 3% in 72 non-diabetic control subjects. In contrast, in 75 asymptomatic diabetic subjects with an average of 6 additional years of diabetes, the mean hydration coefficient was only 28 +/- 5% (p < 0.05). A nerve hyperhydration state was identified with a prevalence of 25% within the asymptomatic group characterized by nerve hydration greater than the 95th percentile, early changes in nerve electrophysiology and neurological examination, but with no symptomatology of neuropathy. Stratification of the symptomatic neuropathic group by worsening nerve electrophysiology, demonstrates a coincident deterioration in neurological examination (RR = 5.39 at maximum NCV-score), and neuropathy symptomatology (RR = 4.80 at maximum NE-score). The present data are consistent with the hypothesis that endoneurial oedema initiates deterioration sequentially in nerve electrophysiology, followed by abnormal findings on neurological examination, preceding the patient's final perception of symptomatic stocking glove peripheral diabetic neuropathy.